Surface oxidation of metals and alloys is omnipresent in oxidizing environments, such as air or humid conditions. The oxidation of metals and alloys not only causes problems like corrosion and degradation, but could also be used in applications such as catalysts and transistors. With the increase of application demands toward the nanoscale, a fundamental understanding of the atomic mechanisms responsible for surface oxidation is essential for the prevention, prediction, and controlled growth of metal oxide. Ample studies on the bulk oxidation of metals and alloys using bulk corrosion experimental approaches, such as Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), and on the initial interaction and reconstruction of metal surfaces with oxygen using surface science approaches, including Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), have been completed. However, the nucleation and growth of metal oxides is much less investigated, especially at the atomic scale, since neither of these approaches can evaluate these dynamic processes. The flourishing of the in situ TEM technique, especially the development of Environmental TEM (ETEM), is very suitable and promising for narrowing this knowledge gap.
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In this work, using correlated in situ Environmental TEM (ETEM) (Hitachi H-9500 operating at 300 keV with home-made gas delivery system) and atomistic simulations, [1] the atomic-scale dynamic processes of Cu2O island growth on Cu substrates under O2 oxidation were investigated. Singlecrystalline Cu(100) thin films with a thickness of 60 nm were first reduced inside the ETEM at 600 °C under H2, in order to reduce native oxides and create holes with (100) and (110) facets. In situ oxidation experiments were then carried out on these facets at 300 °C under O2. [2] Epitaxial Cu2O(100) nanoislands were observed to grow on Cu facets via monolayer-by-monolayer growth along Cu2O(110) planes, instead of along Cu2O(100) planes, regardless of Cu substrate orientation (Figure 1 ). This result contradicts previous theoretical predictions stating that epitaxial metal oxides grow along metal surfaces, namely via inward diffusion of oxygen or outward diffusion of metal through the oxide. Correlated Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations on the surface and diffusion energies during Cu2O growth on various Cu2O surface orientations and terminations were carried out. Our DFT results show that monolayer formation of Cu2O along Cu2O(110) was both thermodynamically and kinetically preferred over that of Cu2O(100) during Cu2O growth, which explains the observed phenomenon. To better extract the atomic scale dynamic process of Cu2O growth, an automated data analysis approach was developed using in-house codes made with ImageJ and MATLAB. The atomic scale growth trajectories of the Cu2O(110) layers were then extracted and analyzed, as is shown in Figure 2 . Further analysis and theoretical explanations of the observed growth trajectories are underway. Our results will enhance the understanding of surface oxidation and will also provide insights into understanding initial oxide growth mechanisms of other metal/alloy systems. [3] 
